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ABSTRACT

We report on continued progress in the development of high power and high brightness single emitter laser diodes from 790 nm to 980 nm for reliable use in industrial and pumping applications. High performance has been demonstrated in nLIGHT’s diode laser technology in this spectral range with corresponding peak electrical-to-optical power conversion efficiency of ~65%. These pumps have been incorporated into nLIGHT’s fiber-coupled pump module, element™. We report the latest updates on performance and reliability of chips and fiber-coupled modules. This paper also includes a new chip design with significantly narrower slow-axis divergence which enables further improved reliable power and brightness. Preliminary reliability assessment data for these devices will be presented here as well.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing demand for high power high brightness diode lasers from 790 nm to 980 nm for applications such as fiber laser pumping, materials processing, solid-state laser pumping, defense applications and consumer electronics manufacturing [1]. The kilowatt CW fiber laser pumping (915 nm - 976 nm) particularly requires the diode lasers to have both high power and high brightness [2-6] in order to achieve high-performance with reduced manufacturing cost. Although brightness is not as demanding for pumping solid-state lasers and gas lasers, the demand for higher power, better reliability and lower cost pumps continue to rise. As the power and brightness of pump diodes continue to improve, there is also a growing trend towards migrating from using bars to fiber-coupled diodes. In the past decade, the amount of power coupled into a single 105 µm fiber has increased by over a factor of 10 through improved diode laser brilliance and the development of techniques for efficiently coupling multiple emitters into a single fiber [7-8]. This paper presents nLIGHT’s most recent efforts at engineering broad area diode lasers optimized for brilliance and output power for fiber-laser and solid-state laser pumping. We will detail power and brightness improvement along with preliminary reliability of these diodes at the chip and fiber-coupled module level.

2. DIODE LASERS WITH IMPROVED SPATIAL BRIGHTNESS AND OUTPUT POWER

High Brightness 9xx nm Diodes

Single emitter broad area lasers (BALs) are the building block for pump modules for industrial and defense fiber laser systems due to their high brightness, excellent reliability, low production cost, and high optical-to-optical efficiency when implemented into multiple emitter fiber-coupled pump modules. Over the past several years, nLIGHT has continuously improved output power and brightness of laser diode chips by optimizing the cavity length and emitter width, primarily enabled by lower-loss epitaxial structures. For example, nLIGHT’s 9xx nm devices with a 95 µm emitter width and 3.8 mm cavity length produced a rated output power of over 10W at an electrical-to-optical power conversion efficiency of >60%, while maintaining a failure-in-time rate (FIT) of <500 at 90% confidence level [9-10]. nLIGHT subsequently developed <0.5 cm² loss epitaxial structures. This enabled fabrication of even longer cavity length (5 mm) devices with narrower emission width (75 µm) thus providing 12W rated output power and >60% power conversion efficiency. Reliability of these devices will be detailed below.
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Although, higher power operation is possible from these low-loss devices, useful brightness scaling has been limited to 12W output power. Beyond this power, a rapid increase in slow-axis divergence limits useful fiber-coupled power. Historically, the efforts for improving the slow-axis brilliance of broad area diode lasers have been on lowering the slow axis divergence [12]. These techniques are typically focused on increasing the cavity length [11], reducing the lateral index contrast, and improving the thermal resistance to reduce the thermal lens [11]. These past effort produced some modest improvement but any significant performance improvement has saturated.

We have designed a new type of broad area laser called Reduced-Mode-diode (REM-diode) that allows us to further scale up in slow-axis brilliance. We achieve this by reducing the thermal lensing effect as well as reducing the permissible number of modes in the slow-axis direction. To study the improvement in slow-axis brilliance, nLIGHT fabricated 915 nm and 980 nm diode lasers that are based on a high efficiency epitaxial design. The high efficiency design is achieved on a hybrid material system with a super large optical cavity (SLOC) structure which reduces optical power density on the facet (in the fast-axis direction) while achieving low internal optical loss. This SLOC design has an optimized doping profile to balance the effects of intrinsic optical loss and series resistance. The epitaxial layers are grown by high quality Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition for extremely low defect density. The cleaved bars are processed with nLight’s extended lifetime (nXLT) facet passivation. nLIGHT fabricated devices with a range of emitter widths in this study. For comparison purpose, we will refer to the current brightest chip, 75 µm × 5 mm device, as the standard. Typically, the REM-diodes display a lower slow-axis divergence. This allows us to operate REM-diodes with larger emission width resulting in larger area. This has several positive attributes. First, the thermal footprint of these devices is larger making the thermal resistance lower. Consequently, the rollover power is higher for these devices at the same beam parameter product. Furthermore, the series resistance is lower. As a result, the efficiency of these devices does not drop off as quickly as the standard devices. Each of the devices was optically screened prior to bonding p-side down with AuSn solder onto Aluminum Nitride (AlN) expansion-matched heatsink. The devices were characterized in terms of output power, near-field profile and far-field divergence. This information was then used to extract the slow axis brilliance as a function of output power, and the beam parameter product (BPP) as a function of output power.
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**Figure 1:** (a) Change in slow-axis far-field of a standard device compared to three different designs of REM-diodes with varying emission widths. In all cases, the slow-axis divergence is smaller compared to the standard device and the change in far-field as a function of output power is also smaller. (b) Plots showing reduction in near-field for standard devices as compared to REM-diodes over a range of operating powers.
Figure 2: (a) Plot of slow-axis BPP as a function of output power and (b) plots of slow-axis brightness as a function of output power for standard and REM-diodes.

The first remarkable feature about REM-diodes is that the slow-axis divergence remains approximately constant over a larger operating power range and increases only when diode temperature approaches onset of thermal rollover as shown in Figure 1(a). For example, around 15-16W of output power, slow-axis divergence increases approximately three times for a standard device. It is typically only half that for the REM-diodes. In general, all the designs studied so far produce lower divergence angles compared to the standard device. Divergence angle increases at a slower rate as the operating power increases. This demonstrates the efficacy of our technique in limiting the number of allowed lateral modes. It was also observed that the near-field profile typically would decrease by ~15% for the standard device when the output power increases. However, the near-field for REM-diodes decreases by ~20% to 30% as shown in Figure 1(b). A combination of significantly smaller slow-axis divergence and more enhanced near-field reduction, allows devices with larger emission aperture than was possible in the past to meet a given beam-parameter product requirement. nLIGHT has performed a design of experiments to achieve a minimum BPP at the maximum possible output power. Figure 2(a) shows beam parameter product (BPP) as a function of power for three REM-diode designs in comparison with the standard device. A standard device achieves a BPP of ~4.3 mm-mrad (required for 105 µm/0.15 NA fiber) [12] at an output power of ~12W. One of the REM-diode designs (Design 74) shows ~15W output power at the same BPP. Furthermore, the BPP for this device is relatively flat across the operating power. The slow-axis brightness for these devices is plotted in Figure 2(b). The best design shows a peak brightness of ~3.6 W/mm-mrad at 15W; whereas, standard device has a peak brightness of ~3 W/mm-mrad near 12W. This brightness enhancement results from a combination of improvement in output power and reduction in slow-axis BPP.

Figure 3(a) shows a typical power and efficiency of the 9xx nm devices with 75 µm stripes and 5.0 mm cavities in comparison with several of the REM-diode designs. Though Designs 72, 74 and 76 all demonstrate higher brightness, Designs 74 and 76 clearly show higher output power from approximately 10A to 18A. The electrical-to-optical power conversion efficiency of these devices is also higher in this current range. Since higher power is generated from larger areas i.e. wider emitters, both the current density and the facet power density can be matched or lowered compared to past device designs that have a proven reliability. Consequently, we expect the reliability of these new designs to be on par or slightly better. Preliminary reliability of these devices looks very promising and will be shown in the following section under reliability assessment.
High Brightness 790-820 nm Diodes

Over the past six years, we have continuously improved the power without sacrificing reliability of high brightness broad area diode lasers in the 790 nm to 980 nm range. In the past we reported on the 3.8 mm laser cavity length devices in the wavelength range of 790-820 nm. Here we report progress on higher power 5 mm cavity length devices. Figure 5(a) shows the typical power and efficiency of the ~790 nm 10W-rated chip. With a slope efficiency ~1.3 W/A, the chip reaches 15 W at only 14 A at 25 °C. High efficiency is achieved in this chip with peak efficiency of ~62% and operating efficiency close to 60% at 15 W at 25 °C. Spectral response between 6A and 15A is shown in Figure 5(b) and the spectral width remains under 2.1 nm till 15A.

A wider chip with 350 μm emission aperture and 17W-rated power is under development. Furthermore, REM-diodes in the 790-820 nm are also being evaluated and results will be published in the near future.

Figure 3: (a) Typical continuous wave (CW) ex-facet optical power and electrical-to-optical power conversion efficiency versus drive current of 9xx nm devices operating at 25°C for standard and REM-diode lasers. (b) (CW) optical power and electrical-to-optical power conversion efficiency versus drive current for 1×6 element™ using standard and higher brightness REM-diode chips of Design 72 and 74 coupled into105 μm/0.15 NA.

3. HIGH PERFORMANCE FIBER-COPUPLED MODULES OPTIMIZED FOR BRIGHTNESS AND POWER

The standard high power and high brightness 5.0 mm cavity single emitter lasers were developed for our element™ fiber-coupled module architecture with 60W output power from a 1×6 emitter configuration [12]. Each of the six lasers is stacked in the fast axis as to preserve the fast axis beam quality, and is then individually collimated in the fast axis and
slow axis. A single focusing objective is used to couple the emitters into a single fiber. The flexible packaging method scales to high power by accommodating multiple emitters, and is compatible with polarization multiplexing for packages with larger counts. Performance of a six-emitter package as coupled into a 105 µm fiber at 0.15 NA is shown in Figure 3(b) using standard chip and the REM-diode chips. We have already demonstrated higher fiber-coupled power of >75W in our preliminary assessment. These results closely match our model predictions. More work is underway to harness higher brightness that these diodes can afford using fully-optimized optics.

Figure 4(a) shows the model prediction of nLIGHT’s element™ fiber-coupled package result for REM-diodes. A fully optimized REM-diode design along with corresponding optics is predicted to generate ~80W at 16A operation with ~47% efficiency. In a 2×6 emitter configuration our model prediction is shown in Figure 4(b). We expect >150W of output power with ~45% efficiency at 16A. The 6 and 12 chips are designed to couple light into a 105 µm fiber at 0.15 NA when using the REM-diodes. Figure 5 shows model prediction of an 18-chip package with REM-diode optimized for a 200 µm fiber at 0.108 NA. Our model predicts 250W of output power at 17A with 46% efficiency.

![Figure 5](image1.png)

**Figure 5:** (a) The CW LIV and efficiency modeled performance for e-6 package using REM-diode Design-76. (b) e-12 modeled performance for the same design taking into account losses associated with polarization-multiplexing.

![Figure 6](image2.png)

**Figure 6:** The CW LIV and efficiency modeled performance for an e-18 package with REM-diode chips and coupled into a 200 µm fiber at 0.108 NA. The larger fiber is required due to the 9 emitters stacked in the vertical direction. In this package polarization multiplexing is used to spatially overlap the emitters.

4. RELIABILITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF FIBER-COPLED MODULES

Here we report on the reliability results for the broad area lasers & modules in the 790 nm to 980 nm range and preliminary reliability assessment of REM-diodes.

Life-test of 150 µm stripe and 5.0 mm cavity 808 nm diodes is shown in Figure 8. A total of 48 devices were tested at 12 A with a junction temperature of 58°C. In 3000 hours of life-test we have encountered only two failures but do not see any observable degradation amongst the other. The two failures observed are random failures and there is no sign of any COMD wear-out in the first 3000h. This life-test is still on-going.
Figure 8: Life-test of 48 units of 808 nm, 150 µm stripe and 5.0 mm cavity length broad area lasers operating at 12A and 58°C junction temperature.

An excellent method for verifying single-emitter reliability is to test devices connected in series in large-format packages. nLIGHT has developed Pearl™ modules that can provide as high as 400W from a 200 µm core fiber, or 500W from a 400 µm core fiber, with 56 or 72-emitters, respectively. nLIGHT has performed an extended life-test, as shown in Figure 9 with two units of 400W modules and two units of 500W modules. These units were life-tested at ~450W and ~550W respectively for >15,000 hours, representing >3.45 million device hours of operation. Of the 256 devices under test, only 1 chip failed within the first thousand hours, resulting in a measured FIT rate of <290. These results validate and corroborate the multi-cell life-test results that determined a FIT rate of ~500 for 3.8 mm cavity length devices rated at 10W. The multi-cell life-test and package level life-tests demonstrating FIT rates in the 500 range are further supported by a <<1% field failure rate for device failures since 2008. It is also well worth noting that a single device failure does not have an adverse impact on other devices that are connected in series. The package-level life-tests for the element™ fiber-coupled packages are underway, and will be reported next year.

Figure 9: Module life-tests for two 400W P72’s at ~450W and two 500W P72’s life-tested at ~550W. There were 256 single emitter devices under test, a single failure in >3.45 million device-hours of operation, with a resulting measured FIT rate of <290.
A total of 236 9xx nm lasers of 75 µm wide stripe and 5.0 mm long cavity have been loaded for accelerated life-test at 18 A and junction temperature Tj~75 °C. The acceleration factor from the model based on power density, current density and temperature [11], is calculated to be ~13 times that of the typical operation at 12 W and junction temperature Tj~52 °C. The shortest device life-test time is 400h and the longest device life-test time is 6890h. Of the 236 devices, 9 random failures were observed out of 5.7×10^6 equivalent operational (12W) device hours. The exponential fitting [14] of the data suggest FIT~1620 and FIT<2800 with 90% confidence level for 12W operation shown in Figure 10. A comparison was also done to compare reliability of diode laser with 75 µm wide stripe and 5.0 mm long cavity to the reliability of diode laser with 95 µm wide stripe and 3.8mm mm long cavity (life-tested in a 2-year long multi-cell life-test). As shown in Figure 11, the device with 75 µm wide stripe and 5.0 mm long cavity show comparable or even slightly better reliability compared to the device with 95 µm wide stripe and 3.8mm mm long cavity, at the same operating power. FIT is <520 with 90% statistical confidence for the device with 75 µm wide stripe and 5.0 mm long cavity, running at 10W operation.

Figure 10: Reliability of 9xx nm devices of 75 µm stripe width and 5.0 mm cavity length life-tested at 18A Tj~75 °C and projected for 12W operation.

Figure 11: (Red dots) Reliability data for 3.8 mm cavity length multi-cell superimposed with (Black dots) 9xx nm devices of 75 µm stripe width and 5.0 mm cavity length life-tested at 18A Tj~75 °C and projected for 10W operation at the same junction temperature as the 3.8 mm cavity length devices.
We have started life-test of very high brightness REM-diodes at accelerated conditions. In Figure 12 we show standard device and two of the REM-diode designs tested at 16A and 75°C junction temperature. Two of the seven devices for standard design, under this highly accelerated conditions, show sudden failure. One of the devices from REM-diode Design 72 shows one failure. This design has the closest area to the standard device. REM-diode Design 74 is still running after 2500 hours without any failures. These initial results show that the REM-diodes do not display any deleterious behavior. We will be performing a full multi-cell reliability assessment and publish our results in the future.

Figure 12: (a) Accelerated life-test of standard 9xx nm 75 µm × 5 mm laser diode at 16A and junction temperature of 75°C (b) REM-diode Design 72 and (c) REM-diode Design 74 under the same conditions.

As part of the package qualification, nLIGHT performs package-level environmental stress tests to verify and validate the package design. These tests include a low temperature (-20 °C) soak test, a high temperature soak test (80 °C), temperature cycling (-20 to 80 °C), mechanical shock tests on 3 axes, and mechanical vibration tests on three axes. The LIV and operating spectrum were used to verify the qualification and the data has been previously published [13]. A list of module-level qualifications completed is shown in Table 1. nLight offers best in class reliability; our element™ series of fiber laser pumps have all undergone extensive validation and qualification testing in eight areas: Shock, Vibration, Non-Operational Temperature Cycling (NOTC), Low Temperature Storage, High Temperature Storage, Elevated Temperature & Humidity Storage, Lifetest, and finally On-Off Life-test. Portions of the nLight element™ qualification test program were taken from GR486.)

Table 1: nLight Reliability Qualification Plan for the element™ series of fiber laser pumps.
Based on the above results we have demonstrated improved performance for 5.0 mm cavity length devices at 9xx nm and 790 nm with re-optimized HE epitaxial designs improving the reliable high-power operation of these devices. While the reliability of 5 mm CL diodes is ongoing, the accumulated accelerated life-test hours provide confidence in the overall reliability of these devices. Table 2 is a summary of the performance and the rated power of these next-generation high power/brightness devices with 5.0 mm cavity length.

![Table 2: Performance and the rated power summary of the next-gen new high power/brightness devices from 980 nm to 790 nm.](image)

### 4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we present recent progress in the development of high power/brightness single emitter laser diodes and fiber coupled multi-emitter laser diode pump modules. The current products are based on a 75 µm emitter stripe width device, with rated output power of approximately 12A. The reduction of emitter stripe width from the traditional 95 µm to 75 µm increases the power that can be coupled into a 105 µm fiber at 0.13 NA by approximately 30%. By increasing the emitter width to 150 µm, the useful output power is increased to 18W, and the light can be efficiently coupled into a 200 µm fiber at 0.13 NA. We have developed a new high brightness laser diode chip with fewer modes, hence, termed Reduced-Mode-diodes (REM-diodes). The best design evaluated thus far shows a peak brightness of ~3.6 W/mm·mrad at 15W; whereas, standard device has a peak brightness of ~3 W/mm·mrad near 12W output power. Using these chips we demonstrated >75W from 105 µm fiber, 0.15 NA at 15A in a 1×6 element™ package. Our model shows that these chips are capable of producing element™ packages with output power of more than 150W from 105 µm fiber, 0.15 NA at 16A and 250W from 200 µm fiber, 0.108 NA at 17A. Using REM-diodes, the package power and brightness can be simply optimized for $/W or fiber coupled brilliance. These packages are demonstrated to be robust even under strenuous package environmental qualification tests.
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